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1. INTRODUCTION
The general problem of finding solutions of linear functional equations
is undoubtedly one of the main problems of applied mathematics. Among
such equations the classes of linear differential equations and linear
difference equations are very important and numerous theories and meth-
ods for their solution have been developed. The methods based on integral
transforms and the operational methods are certainly the ones used most
often. In the present paper we present some general linear algebra results
that may be considered as a unified approach to the transform and
operational methods. We use the linear algebra foundations of the Laplace
transform and the concept of similarity to generalize a description of the
general solution of linear differential equations with constant coefficients
in terms of certain basis for the space of exponential polynomials, and a
convolution product defined in an algebraic way using the basis. The
generalization gives an explicit construction of the general solution of any
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linear functional equation that is ``similar'' to a differential equation with
constant coefficients.
Let G be a complex vector space and let L: G ª G be a linear
 .operator. Let u z be a monic polynomial of positive degree and let f be a
given element of G. Consider the problem of finding all the solutions g in
G of the linear equation,
u L g s f . 1.1 .  .
 .In Section 4 we show that solving 1.1 is quite easy provided that we can
find a basis for G that is related in a certain way to the operator L. See
 .Eq. 4.3 . This is a way of saying that L behaves as a generalized
differentiation operator on the space G.
 .The construction of the solutions of 1.1 requires the introduction of a
convolution product in the space G. Such a product is defined in a purely
algebraic way in terms of the basic elements of G. The convolution is used
 .to construct a right inverse for the operator u L .
Our motivation comes from the linear algebra ideas that serve as a
foundation for the transform methods for the solution of linear equations.
In Section 2 we use a simplified algebraic version of the Laplace transform
to illustrate how we use the idea of similarity in order to obtain the
abstract setting for our main results. In Section 3 we present some
elementary properties of polynomials and rational functions, related to
partial fractions decomposition, and we use them to describe the general
solution of an inhomogeneous linear differential equation with constant
coefficients. The results of Section 3 are used as a model which we
translate to an abstract setting in Section 4. We also give direct proofs of
the main results in the abstract setting, without relying on similarity or
particular properties of the vector space or the linear operators.
In Section 5 we use similarity to show that our general methods can be
applied to a large class of linear differential equations with variable
coefficients. In Section 6 we apply the methods to equations of the form
 .  .  .u L g s f where L s a t D q b t I is a linear differential operator of1 1
first order with variable coefficients. In Section 7 we present several
concrete examples and some criteria to determine if a given second-order
differential operator with variable coefficients can be written in the form
 .u L . Among the examples we include the so-called binomial linear1
differential equation of order n, which is related to the Hermite polynomi-
als.
The first part of this paper presents a significant simplification of the
w xdevelopments reported in our previous papers 6]9 . It also clarifies the
role of convolutions in the classical transform and operational methods,
and simplifies the construction of convolution products that relate in a
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nice way to a given operator, which is one of the main problems in
w xDimovski's book 3 . The second part contains generalizations of some
w xresults presented in 4 .
2. SIMILARITY AND EQUIVALENT EQUATIONS
Let X and Y be nonempty sets and let T : X ª Y be a bijective
function. Let f : X ª X be a function and let b be a given element of X.
  . 4Define S s x g X : f x s b . Let F: Y ª Y be defined by F s
y1   .  .4T ( f (T and let U s y g Y: F y s T b . Using only basic properties
y1 .of the composition of functions it is easy to see that S s T U and
 .U s T S . Therefore, finding the solution set S is equivalent to finding the
 .set U. In other words, solving f z s b in the set X is logically equivalent
 .  .to solving F y s T b in the set Y. In some concrete situations one of
the two problems is considered easier than the other one. For example, in
 .order to solve f x s b one applies the transform T to get the trans-
 .  .formed equation F y s T b , which is considered easier to be solved.
Then one finds somehow the solution set U, and finally, the set S is
obtained by applying the inverse transform Ty1 to the elements of U. This
is the foundation of the transform methods, like the Laplace transform for
differential equations and the z-transform for difference equations. Let us
note that such ideas yield a useful general method only if the computation
of images under T and Ty1 can be done in a relatively simple way.
We use next an algebraic version of the Laplace transform to illustrate
the main ideas of the present paper. Define the functions,
t k
ate t s e , a g C, k g N, .a , k k!
where t is a complex variable, and let E be the complex vector space
 .generated by the set of all the e , for a, k in C = N. The elements of Ea, k
are called quasi-polynomials or exponential polynomials. Let R be the
complex vector space spanned by the rational functions,
1
r z s , a g C, k g N. .a , k 1qkz y a .
The elements of R are called proper rational functions. By the division
algorithm for polynomials the space of all the rational functions is the
direct sum P [ R, where P denotes the space of all polynomials in one
variable. The bijective map T between the bases of E and R, defined by
Te s r , extends by linearity to a vector space isomorphism T : E ª R.a, k a, k
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The usual differentiation operator D satisfies
ae , if k s 0,a , 0De s 2.1 .a , k  ae q e , if k G 1.a , k a , ky1
Let us define the linear operator H on the space R by
ar , if k s 0,a , 0Hr s 2.2 .a , k  ar q r , if k G 1.a , k a , ky1
It is clear that D s Ty1HT. Thus for any polynomial u the differential
 .  .operator u D , which acts on the space E , is similar to the operator u H ,
 .  .which acts on R. A trivial computation yields Hr z s zr z , fora, k a, k
 .k G 1, and Hr z s zr y 1. This shows that the action of H on thea, 0 a, 0
proper rational functions is multiplication by z followed by projection on
k  .the space R. Thus, for g in R and k G 0, H g z is the proper rational
k  . k  . k  .part of the rational function z g z . In other words, H g z is z g z
reduced modulo the polynomials.
Let u be a monic polynomial of positive degree and let f be a given
element of E. Then, solving the differential equation,
u D y s f , 2.3 .  .
in the space E is equivalent to finding the proper rational functions g that
 .  .satisfy the equation u H g z s Tf , which may be written in the form,
u z g z ' Tf mod P . 2.4 .  .  .  .
 .It is clear that the set of solutions of 2.4 is
Tf p p
U s g s q : p g P and g R . 2.5 . 5u u u
Notice that because Tf is in R then Tfru is also in R. Note also that pru
is in R if and only if p is a polynomial whose degree is strictly smaller
than the degree of u.
 .The usual Laplace transform method gives the set of solutions of 2.3 in
y1 .the form S s T U . The main tool for the computation of images under
Ty1 is the partial fractions decomposition formula. Once we have an
element g of U written as a linear combination of basic proper rational
functions, applying Ty1 is just substitution of each r that appears in thea, k
expression for g by the corresponding basic exponential polynomial e .a, k
Let us note that the procedure described previously to find the solutions
 .of 2.3 does not require the representation of the map T as an integral
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transform. Note also that one of the main limitations to the generality of
 .Eq. 2.3 is the condition that the forcing function f must be an element of
E. This limitation will be eliminated in the next section. We will find first a
description of the construction of the set U in terms of operations with
basic proper rational functions, and then use similarity to translate the
construction to one that can be done entirely in the space E , without using
y1  .  .the maps T and T . The logical equivalence of Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 makes
this objective possible.
3. PARTIAL FRACTIONS AND THE CONVOLUTION ON E
In this section we introduce some definitions and basic properties of
rational functions that will be used in the rest of the paper.
In order to express a proper rational function as a linear combination of
basic functions r , we need the partial fractions decomposition formula,a, k
which we discuss next.
Let
d
m ju z s z y a , 3.1 .  .  . j
js0
where the a are distinct complex numbers, the m are positive integers,j j
and the degree of u is m s n q 1.j
Define the polynomials
u z .
q z s , 0 F j F d , 0 F k F m y 1. 3.2 .  .j , m y1yk j1qkj z y a .j
Let T denote the Taylor functional defined bya, k
Dk f a .
T f z s , a, k g C = N, 3.3 .  .  .a , k k!
where f is any function for which the right-hand side is well defined. The
linear functionals Q on the space P are defined byj, k
p z .
Q p z s T , 0 F j F d , 0 F k F m y 1. 3.4 .  .j , k a , k jj q z .j , 0
A simple computation using Leibniz's rule yields the biorthogonality
relation,
Q q s d . 3.5 .j , k i , m  j , k . ,  i , m.
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Therefore the polynomials q form a basis for the vector space P of thei, m n
polynomials with degree at most equal to n, and the functionals Q formj, k
a basis for the dual space of P . Consequently, for every polynomial p inn
P we haven
m y1jd
p z s Q pq z . 3.6 .  .  .  j , k j , k
js0 ks0
 .Dividing by u z and reordering the terms in the inner sum we get the
partial fractions decomposition formula,
m y1jd Q pp z . j , m y1ykjs . 3.7 .  1qku z . z y a .js0 ks0 j
 .Because the elements of the set U, defined in 2.5 , are of the form
 .g s Tf ru q pru, where p is in P , the partial fractions decompositionn
 .formula PFD gives us pru as a linear combination of basic proper
 .rational functions. The term Tf ru is a product of elements of R. The
PFD can be used to express it as a linear combination of basic rational
functions.
 .  .1qk .1qmTaking u z s z y a z y b , with a / b, and applying the PFD
we get the multiplication formula,
k m
r r s C a, j; b , m r q C b , j; a, k r , 3.8 .  .  . a , k b , m a , kyj b , myj
js0 js0
where the coefficients are defined by
j q ij y1yjyiC a, j; b , i s y1 a y b , a / b , i , j g N. 3.9 .  .  .  . /j
Notice that r r s r .a, k a, m a, 1qkqm
 .Taking p s 1 in the PFD formula 3.7 we get
m y1jd1
s a r z , 3.10 .  .  j , k a , kju z . js0 ks0
where
a s Q 1. 3.11 .j , k j , m y1ykj
 .Note that the coefficients a depend only on the roots of u z and theirj, k
multiplicities.
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 .  .  .Multiplying 3.10 by u z and using 3.2 we get the polynomial identity,
m y1jd
a q z s 1. 3.12 .  .  j , k j , m y1ykj
js0 ks0
Now we can describe the construction of the elements of the set U in
terms of basic proper rational functions. Because f is in E it is a finite
 .linear combination of functions of the form e t and hence Tf is a linearb, j
 .  .combination of functions r z . Therefore every solution g of Eq. 2.4b, j
has the form,
m y1 m y1j jd d
g z s a r z Tf z q b r z , 3.13 .  .  .  .  .   j , k a , k j , k a , kj j
js0 ks0 js0 ks0
where the coefficients b are arbitrary complex numbers.j, k
 . y1We want to transfer 3.13 to the corresponding equation for T g in
the space E. Instead of performing first the multiplication in the first term
 . y1of 3.13 and then apply T , we can define an operation on E that
corresponds to multiplication in R. The convolution ) on E is defined by
k m
e ) e s C a, j; b , m e q C b , j; a, k e , 3.14 .  .  . a , k b , m a , kyj b , myj
js0 js0
 .where the coefficient functions are defined in 3.9 . This definition clearly
implies
f ) h s Ty1 TfTh , f , h g E , 3.15 .  .
where the multiplication in the right-hand side is multiplication of rational
y1  .functions. Now we can apply T to 3.13 to obtain the solutions of Eq.
 .2.3 . In this way we get the following.
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. The general solution of the differential equation u D y t
 .s f t , where f is a gi¨ en element of E is
m y1jd
y t s f t ) h t q b e t , 3.16 .  .  .  .  . u j , k a , kj
js0 ks0
where
m y1jd
h t s a e t , .  . u j , k a , kj
js0 ks0
 .the a are defined in 3.11 , and the b are arbitrary complex numbers.j, k j, k
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 .In order to compute the right-hand side of 3.16 we only need the
representation of f as a linear combination of basic exponential polynomi-
als, the determination of the numbers a , which depend only on thej, k
 .polynomial u, and the convolution formula 3.14 . All of this can now be
done without ever mentioning the map T.
 .Notice that the last term in 3.16 is the general solution of the
 .homogeneous equation u D y s 0, and the other term is a particular
 .solution of the inhomogeneous equation u D y s f. Note also that h su
y1 .T 1ru .
COROLLARY 3.1. The linear map on the space E that sends f to f ) h is au
 .right in¨erse for the operator u D .
4. THE ABSTRACT SETTING
In this section we use the results about the space E of exponential
polynomials presented in the previous sections as a model and we obtain
extensions of the main results in a very general setting. Although the use
of similarity gives an almost trivial proof of our results, we prefer to give
direct proofs that use only basic properties of polynomials and rational
functions, and which are also useful to obtain important generalizations.
  . 4Let G be a complex vector space that has a basis g : a, k g C = N .a, k
We define the commutative convolution product ) on G as follows. If
a / b,
k m
g ) g s C a, j; b , m g q C b , j; a, k g , 4.1 .  .  . a , k b , m a , kyj b , myj
js0 js0
 .where the coefficient functions are defined in 3.9 , and
g ) g s g , k , m g N. 4.2 .a , k b , m a , 1qkqm
The linear map L: G ª G is defined by
ag , if k s 0,a , 0Lg s 4.3 .a , k  ag q g , if k G 1.a , k a , ky1
For any a in C it is obvious that
0, if k s 0,
L y aI g s 4.4 .  .a , k  g , if k G 1,a , ky1
and thus,
1qmL y aI g s 0, m G k . 4.5 .  .a , k
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By induction on m it is easy to see that
s mm myjL y aI g s b y a g , 4.6 .  .  .b , k b , kyj /j
js0
 4where s s min m, k . Therefore, for a / b we have
m
L y aI g / 0, m , k g N. 4.7 .  .b , k
A straightforward computation yields
L g ) g s Lg ) g q g F g , 4.8 .  .  .a , k b , m a , k b , m b , m a , k
where F is the linear functional on G defined by F g s d . Bya, k 0, k
linearity we obtain
L g ) f s Lg ) f q f F g , f , g g G . 4.9 .  .  .
Using induction it is easy to prove that
1qkL y aI g ) f s f , a, k g C = N, f g G . 4.10 .  .  .  .a , k
 .  .Let u z be a monic polynomial of positive degree as in 3.1 . Then, by
 .3.10 , the PFD for 1ru is
m y1jd1
s a r z . .  j , k a , kju z . js0 ks0
We define
m y1jd
h s a g . 4.11 . u j , k a , kj
js0 ks0
Translating by similarity Theorem 3.1 to the present setting we obtain
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be a gi¨ en element of G and let the polynomial u be
 .as in the pre¨ious text. Then the general solution of the equation u L g s f is
m y1jd
g s h ) f q b g , 4.12 . u j , k a , kj
js0 ks0
 .where h is defined in 4.11 and the coefficients b are arbitrary complexu j, k
numbers.
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 .Proof. The definition 3.2 of the polynomials q givesj, k
1qku z s q z z y a , 0 F j F d, 0 F k F m y 1, .  .  .j , m y1yk j jj
and thus we have the factorizations
1qk
u L s q L L y a I , 0 F j F d , 0 F k F m y 1. .  .  .j , m y1yk j jj
4.13 .
 .Then, by 4.5 we have
u L g s 0, 0 F j F d, 0 F k F m y 1, 4.14 .  .a , k jj
 .and by 4.10 ,
1qk
L y a I g ) f s f . .  .j a , kj
 .  . Let us note that 4.7 and 4.14 imply that g : 0 F j F d, 0 F k F m ya , k jj
4  .  .1 is a basis for the kernel of u L . Therefore for any g given by 4.12 we
 .  . .have u L g s u L h ) f and hence,u
m y1jd
u L h ) f s a u L g ) f .  .  .  . u j , k a , kj
js0 ks0
m y1jd
1qks a q L L y a I g ) f .  .  .  j , k j , m y1yk j a , kj j
js0 ks0
m y1jd
s a q L f .  j , k j , m y1ykj
js0 ks0
s If .
 .We have used here the polynomial identity 3.12 .
Suppose now that the convolution ) can be extended to a commutative
bilinear map ) from G = K to K, where K is a complex vector space that
 .contains G. Let us note that 4.9 allows us to extend the definition of the
operator L to the set of elements of the form g ) f , where g is in G and f
is in K. From the proof of the theorem it is clear that the computation
 . .that yields u L h ) f s f does not require the application of L to f. Ifu
m .g is an element of G such that F g s 0 and f is in K then L g ) f s
 m .L g ) f and thus,
w L g ) f s w L g ) f , w g P. .  .  . .
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By a property of the residues of rational functions, for any polynomial u
 .with degree greater than or equal to 2 we have F 1ru s 0 and hence
 . 2 .Fh s 0. Because L g ) f s ag ) f q f it is clear that L g ) f isu a, 0 a, 0 a, 0
defined if and only if Lf is defined. These observations about the exten-
sions of ) show that we can we can generalize Theorem 4.1 and we can
obtain the following.
COROLLARY 4.1. Let f be a gi¨ en element of K and let u be as in the
 .preceding text. Then the general solution of the equation u L g s f is
m y1jd
g s h ) f q b g , 4.15 . u j , k a , kj
js0 ks0
where h is as earlier and the b are arbitrary numbers.u j, k
Note that the element h is a sort of ``Green's function'' for the operatoru
 .u L .
The familiar example of the space of exponential polynomials will be
used to illustrate how the convolution can be extended to a larger space.
Let G denote the space of exponential polynomials of a real variable t.
For f and g in G the Duhamel con¨olution ) is defined by
t
f ) g t s f x g t y x dx. 4.16 .  .  .  .H
0
w xIn 6, Theorem 4.2 we proved that the convolution on the space of
 .exponential polynomials defined in 3.14 coincides with the Duhamel
convolution. Let us denote by K the vector space of all the piecewise
continuous functions of the real variable t. It is clear that G is contained
 .in K and that the convolution defined in 4.16 is well defined for f and g
 .in K. Therefore Corollary 4.1 holds and 4.15 gives the general solution of
 .equations of the form u D g s f , where f is an element of K. Notice that
 .in this case F f s f 0 , for f in K. Note that the integral representation
 .4.16 is what allows us to extend the convolution to a larger space of
functions.
The approach that we use in this section can be summarized as follows.
 4We begin with a vector space G that has a basis g and then we definea, k
 .in 4.3 the operator L in terms of its action on the basis. Another
approach is to start with a linear operator L that acts on certain space of
functions of a variable t and then to construct the space G and the basis
 4  .  .g for which 4.3 holds. One way to do this is to find a function G z, ta, k
of two variables, defined on some suitable domain, that satisfies
LG z , t s zG z , t , 4.17 .  .  .
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where L acts with respect to t, considering z as a parameter. Then it is
easy to see that the functions,
g t s T G z , t , a, k g C = N, 4.18 .  .  .  .a , k a , k
 .where the Taylor functional acts with respect to z, satisfy condition 4.3
 .and generate a vector space G. The function G z, t is called a generating
function for the operator L. For example, for the differential operator D a
 .generating function is exp zt , which yields the basic functions e . Usinga, k
generating functions we can study other kinds of operators, like difference
w xoperators, for example. See our previous papers 6, 7, and 9 .
5. SIMILAR OPERATORS AND CONVOLUTIONS
Using the space of exponential polynomials and the concept of similarity
we can construct many other interesting examples. Suppose A: H ª G is a
linear isomorphism from a space H, of functions defined on some subset of
the real line, onto the space G of real exponential polynomials. Then the
operator L s Ay1DA maps H into H and the functions h s Ay1ea, k a, k
form a basis for H. Denote by ( the convolution on H. Then we have
h( f s Ay1 Ah) Af , h , f g H , 5.1 .  .
where ) denotes the convolution on G. Note that for each appropriate
 .operator A Eq. 5.1 gives also an integral representation for (. It is clear
from the definitions that
L h( f s Lh ( f q f Fh , h , f g H , 5.2 .  .  .
 .  . .where the functional F on H is defined by Fh s F Ah s Ah 0 ,
because the functional F on G is evaluation at zero. We will use the same
symbol F to denote the corresponding functional on any space isomorphic
to E.
We consider next an important class of examples related to the idea of
 .change of variables in differential equations. Let b t be a function
 .  .defined on an interval J s c, d that contains zero, such that b t has an
Ä .  .inverse under composition that we denote by b t . Let a t be a function
 .defined on J such that a t / 0 for t in J. Denote by S the operator ofb
 .  .substitution of t by b t , and by M the operator of multiplication by a t .a
Then the operator L defined by
L s My1S DS M 5.3 .Äa b b a
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is similar to the differential operator D. In this case the basis for the space
H is the set of functions,
kÄ1 b t . .y1 Äh s M S e s exp ab t . 5.4 .  . .Äa , k a b a , k a t k! .
 .From 5.1 we see that the convolution ( associated with the operator L
is
f (h s My1S S M f ) S M h , 4 .  .Äa b b a b a
where ) is the Duhamel convolution. Therefore,
1 t Ä Ä Ä Äf (h t s a b b t y b y f b b t y b y .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H  .  .
a t .  .b 0
ÄX= a y h y b y dy. 5.5 .  .  .  .
This integral representation can be used to define the convolution ( of
functions in a space much larger than H.
Using some basic properties of the Duhamel convolution it is easy to
prove the following.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let a and b be as in the foregoing text, let f be a
 .piecewise continuous function on the inter¨ al J s c, d , and let h be a
continuously differentiable function on J. Then we ha¨e
L f (h t s f t (Lh t q f t h b a b , 5.6 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .0 0
 .where b s b 0 .0
Notice that we can apply Corollary 4.1 to find the solutions of equations
 .  .of the form u L g s f , where L is an operator of the form 5.3 and f is
as in Proposition 5.1.
6. GENERAL LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR OF
THE FIRST ORDER
In this section we consider some elementary properties of the general
linear first-order differential operator L , defined by1
L s a t D q b t I , 6.1 .  .  .1
 .  .  .where a t and b t are continuous functions on an interval J s c, d ,
 .and a t / 0 for t in J. A simple calculation yields the following.
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 .  .PROPOSITION 6.1. Let r t and s t be differentiable functions defined on
J such that
b t 1 .
X Xr t s , s t s . 6.2 .  .  .
a t a t .  .
 .   .  ..Then the function G z, t s exp zs t y r t satisfies
L G z , t s zG z , t . 6.3 .  .  .1
 .From the generating function G z, t we obtain the functions,
ks t . .yr  t . as t .g t s T G z , t s e e , a, k g C = N. 6.4 .  .  .  .a , k a , k k!
These functions generate a vector space G and satisfy
ag , if k s 0,a , 0L g s 6.5 .1 a , k  ag q g , if k G 1.a , k a , ky1
Therefore we can apply Theorem 4.1 to solve equations of the form
 .u L g s f , for f in G. We show next that L is similar to the differential1 1
operator D.
 .If L is an operator similar to D given by 5.3 then a simple computa-
tion gives
a X t .
X X XÄ ÄLy t s b b t y t q b b t y t , .  .  .  .  . .  .
a t .
that is
1 a X t .
L s D q I.
X XÄ Äb t a t b t .  .  .
 .From this expression and 6.1 , we obtain immediately the following.
 .PROPOSITION 6.2. Let L be the differential operator defined by 6.1 and1
 .  .  .  .let r t and s t be functions that satisfy 6.2 . Suppose that s t has an
 .in¨erse under composition denoted by s t . Then L can be written asÄ 1
L s My1S DS M ,Ä1 a b b a
 .  .  . r  t .where b t s s t and a t s e .Ä
Therefore the operator L is similar to D.1
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 .COROLLARY 6.1. If s t s 0 for some t in J, then the con¨olution( for0 0
the operator L is1
tyr  t .f (h t s e exp r s s t y s y 4 .  .  .  . . .ÄH
t0
= f s s t y s y e r  y .h y sX y dy , 6.6 .  .  .  .  . . .Ä
and
L f (h t s f t (L h t q f t h t e r  t0 . , 6.7 .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 0
for h in G and some appropriate function f.
7. SOME EXAMPLES
 . 2Let u z s z q b z q b be a monic polynomial of degree 2 and let L1 2 1
 .be the differential operator defined by 3.1 . Then
u L s a2 t D2 q a t aX t q 2b t q b D 4 .  .  .  .  .1 1
q b2 t q a t bX t q b b t q b I. 7.1 .  .  .  .  . 41 2
Using this equation we characterize two types of differential equations
that can be solved by the method described in the previous sections.
 .  .First, if we put a t s 1 in 7.1 and we compare it with the linear
differential equation of second order,
yY t q p t yX t q q t y t s 0, 7.2 .  .  .  .  .  .
we obtain the following.
 .PROPOSITION 7.1. The differential Eq. 7.2 can be written in the form
 .  . 2  .  .   .u L s 0, where u z s z q b z q b , L s D q b t , and b t s p t y1 2
.b r2, if1
p2 t q 2 pX t y 4q t s b2 y 4b . .  .  . 1 2
 .  .In an analogous way, taking b t s 0 in 7.1 we get
 .  . 2 2PROPOSITION 7.2. Let L s a t D and let u z s z q b z q b be a1 2
monic polynomial of degree 2 with b / 0. A necessary and sufficient2
condition for the equation,
yY t q f t yX t q g 2 t y t s 0, .  .  .  .  .
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 .to be of the form u L s 0 is
f t g t q gX t b .  .  . 1s .2 bg t . 2
 .  .In such case a t s b rg t .2
EXAMPLE 1. For a , b in C, let us consider the differential equation,
yY q 2a t q b yX q a t a t q b y s 0, q` - t - `. 7.3 .  .  .
 .  .  .In this case p t s 2a t q b , q t s a t a t q b , and
p2 t q 2 pX t y 4q t s 4a q b 2 . .  .  .
Therefore it is possible to apply Proposition 7.1 to solve the equation. In
order that b2 y 4b s 4a q b 2, we can select the values of b and b in1 2 1 2
 2 .  . 2  2 .several ways. Let b s 0, b s y a q b r4 , u z s z y a q b r4 ,1 2
 .  .  .and L s D q a t q br2 . Then Eq. 7.3 takes the form u L y s 0.
Therefore its general solution is given by
2 21 b 1 b
y t s C exp a t y a t q q C exp a t y a t q , . 1 0 2 1 5  5 /  /a 2 a 2
 .where a , a are the roots of the polynomial u z , and C and C are0 1 1 2
arbitrary complex numbers.
EXAMPLE 2. For the differential equation,
tyY q t 2 y 1 yX q t 3 y s 0, 0 - t - `, 7.4 .  .
 .  2 .  .if we let f t s t y 1 rt, and g t s t, then
f t g t q gX t .  .  .
s 1.2g t .
This means that the hypothesis of Proposition 7.2 is satisfied. We choose
b and b such that b rb s 1, for example, b s b s 2. Then the1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .differential equation can be written as u L y s 0, with L s 1rt D and
 . 2  .u z s z q 2 z q 4. Therefore the general solution of 7.4 is
t 2 t 2
y t s C exp a q C exp a , . 1 0 2 1 /  /2 2
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’ ’where a s y1 y 3 i, a s y1 q 3 i, and C , C are any complex num-0 1 1 2
bers. Consider now the inhomogeneous equation,
t 2 y 1 .
Y X 2 2y q y q t y s t , t ) 0. 7.5 .
t
 .For the operator L s 1rt D the corresponding convolution is
t 2 2’h) F t s F t y y h y y dy. 7.6 .  .  .  .H  /
0
 . 2Because u z s z q 2 z q 4, a simple computation gives
a a1 02 2h t s m exp t y exp t , .u  5 /  /2 2
2’ .  .  .where m s y 3 r6 i. Let F t s t , the right-hand side of 7.5 . Then a
 .particular solution for 7.5 is
a at 1 02 2 2 2h ) F t s m t y y exp t y exp t y dy. .  .  .Hu  5 /  /2 20
Using integration by parts it is not difficult to obtain
1 m a a1 02 2 2 2 2h ) F t s t y 1 q a exp t y a exp t . .  .  .u 0 1 5 /  /4 8 2 2
In a similar way we can solve the following differential equations,
yY q tyX q eyt 2y s 0,
3
Y X 2y q tan t y q sec t y s 0, .  /4
1 1
Y Xy q y y y s 0,2t 4 t
1
Y Xy q cos t y y sin t sin t q 2 y s 0. .  .
4
w xFor more examples of this kind see 4 .
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EXAMPLE 3. We consider now a class of linear differential equations
 .that are easily recognized. For c, n in C = N, the equation,
n
kn nykct D y s 0 7.7 .  .  /k
ks0
is called the binomial linear differential equation of order n. This equation
w xhas been studied by several authors. See 1, 5, and 10 .
 .Let He z; c denote the Chebyshev]Hermite polynomials, defined byn
kw xnr2 n! yc .
ny2 kHe z ; c s z . . n k2 n y 2k !k! .ks0
Then we can prove the identity,
n
kn nykHe D q ctI ; c s ct D , 7.8 .  .  .n  /k
ks0
w xwhich generalizes some operator identities of Klamkin 5 and Chatterjea
w x  .1 . This means that the differential operator of 7.7 is a polynomial in the
operator L s D q ctI. By Proposition 6.1 the generating function for L1 1
is
c
2G z , t , c s exp zt y t , .  /2
 .  .and hence the functions g t s G m , t, c , for k s 1, 2, . . . , n, constitutek k
 .a fundamental system of solutions for the differential equation 7.7 , where
m , m , . . . , m , are the zeros of the Chebyshev]Hermite polynomial1 2 n
 .He z; c , which are distinct.n
Let us note that any identity of the form,
n
nyku a t D q b t I s f t D , 7.9 .  .  .  . .  k
ks0
where u is a polynomial and a, b, and f are functions of t, allows us tok
 .solve differential equations of the form w L y s 0, where L is the
 .operator in the right-hand side of Eq. 7.9 and w is a polynomial. Several
w x w xidentities of this kind have been obtained in 2 and 11 .
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